THE NEW LOOK OF NITROUS OXIDE/OXYGEN SEDATION

A product of Crosstex®

AXESS®

Accutron™ LOW PROFILE NASAL MASK

THE NEW LOOK OF NITROUS OXIDE/OXYGEN SEDATION
AXESS TO EVERYTHING YOU (AND YOUR PATIENTS) HAVE ALWAYS WANTED

The new Axess® mask from Crosstex/Accutron delivers the ultimate in comfort-conscious dentistry.

AXESS® TO HARD-TO-REACH AREAS
The mask’s low-profile design provides unencumbered mouth access while its small, lightweight scavenging system is easy to work around, enabling clinicians like you to deliver excellent, efficient care to more patients.

AXESS® TO GREATER PATIENT COMFORT
The mask is available in three sizes and fits snugly without tape or uncomfortable tubes protruding into the patient’s nostril to maximize patient comfort – and minimize your team’s exposure to ambient nitrous oxide gas. The lightweight scavenging system further minimizes drag and pull, enhancing patient comfort.

AXESS® TO EXCELLENT CARE – AT A LOWER COST
Translucent so you and your staff can visually monitor your patient’s breathing, each Axess® mask comes individually wrapped for greater infection control – and at a cost that’s significantly lower than that of other competing single-use disposable nitrous oxide/oxygen masks.

STEAM-STERILIZABLE SCAVENGING UNIT: BETTER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT – AND YOUR BUDGET
The reusable gas delivery and scavenging system ensures that the desired amount of gases is delivered and expelled efficiently for your practice – and comfortably for your patients.
The potential for calmer, more comfortable and positive patient experiences, more patient referrals – and greater opportunities to build your practice and profitability.* It's all from Axess®, the new look of nitrous oxide/oxygen sedation.

**AXESS: IT’S WHAT YOUR PRACTICE HAS BEEN LOOKING FOR**

The potential for calmer, more comfortable and positive patient experiences, more patient referrals – and greater opportunities to build your practice and profitability.* It’s all from Axess®, the new look of nitrous oxide/oxygen sedation.

* Financial and practice growth depend on many factors. Crosstex International, Inc. does not guarantee financial benefit from this product.
AXESS® NASAL MASKS (24 SINGLE-USE MASKS PER PACKAGE)

- 53037-9 Small Clear Unscented
- 53035-9 Medium Clear Unscented
- 53034-9 Large Clear Unscented
- 53037-12 Small Birthday Bubblegum
- 53035-12 Medium Birthday Bubblegum
- 53034-12 Large Birthday Bubblegum
- 53037-16 Small Fresh Mint
- 53035-16 Medium Fresh Mint
- 53034-16 Large Fresh Mint

AXESS® SCAVENGING CIRCUITS (STEAM-STERILIZABLE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part #</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>53005</td>
<td>Axess® Scavenging Circuit for In-line Vacuum Controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53006</td>
<td>Axess® Scavenging Circuit for RFS™ Remote Flow System and Accu-Vac™</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AXESS® CAPNOGRAPHY ADAPTERS
(24 SINGLE-USE ADAPTERS PER PACKAGE)

- 53055 Axess® Capnography Adapters attach between mask and scavenging circuit, and connect to a capnograph monitor sample line.

REQUEST COMPLIMENTARY MASK SAMPLES
Visit Crosstex.com/Axess
call 800.531.2221 to request yours.

Axess® is a registered trademark of Crosstex International, Inc., a Cantel Medical Company. Accutron™, RFS™ and Accu-Vac™ are trademarks of Accutron, Inc., a subsidiary of Crosstex International, Inc.